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Streetscale 
The Schiedamseweg is divided in different functions. 
Traffic and public transport, but also car parking take a 
dominant  role within the street. 

Neighbourhoodscale
The street as a barrier with of informal crossings
connection important buildings within the neighbourhood

City scale
The schiedamsweg is a short axis connecting
the City Center of Rotterdam with City and 
the surrounded neighbourhoods Bospolder 
Tussendijk and Delfshaven 

Problems and Fascinations

Sometimes the sidewalk 
becomes a public trash 
bin, caused by a lack of 
waste containers 

Monofunctionality
„Kapsalon en Gordijnen“

Monofunctionality
„Kapsalon en Gordijnen“

Plints are lively and used 
by residents and shop 

owners

The street is really busy,
trams are passing
every five minutes 

There are not enough
zebra paths at the schiedamseweg, 
so pedestrians just casually 
crossing the street inbetween

informal crossings

messy plints

„Laden & lossen“
There is a lot of parking space
for logistics of the shops, but in 
the afternoon the spaces 
are left unused

Missing bike raks
Bikes are scattered 
on the sidewalk 

Analysis in different scales



Infographic
Pattern explained

The curved line is connecting all 
important places in the street and 
shaping the space to give it an 
unique pattern

The tram and bycicle axis is 
slightly changing it‘s direction in 
order to give the street an asym-
metrical profile

Detail 1:500

Technical drawing - verharding
Scale to fit

neighbourhood 
gardening

More space for tram
and metro station

Terasses 
for gastronomy

and coffe houses
Small streets are en-
ding in a public space

Public plints
(mainly gastronomy)

Spacious sidewalk
for markets and entrepeneurs

(shops, workshops)

Public plints 
(mix of shops and 
marker-industry)

neighbourhood 
gardening

A new terras 
for „de bouwkeet“

Masterplan
Scale to fit (ca. 1:1250)
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Detail 1:500

„Weeropbouw Rotterdam“
Houses are built in 1950s,  public plints with mixed functions
Market is center of attraction

„Historical Rotterdam“
Buildings are from earlier 20th century,
ground floors have high ceilings

„Modernistic Rotterdam“ (1980+)
High-rise apartment houses and
two-story high 

Detail 1:500


